Translation As Commentary? The Case of Ben Jonson's Ars Poetica
The reading of the poem has been complicated by the reception-history of the Latin text itself. Heinsius' attempt to reorder the thought of the poem, although now universally considered misguided, reflects the difficulty presented by the Latin: the Ars Poetica is itself notoriously obscure in its intention and design, and has attracted relatively little critical attention compared to the rest of Horace's work. The "didactic" content is real (although, like other elements of Horace's use of philosophy, neither original nor especially consistent), but the poem is framed as an epistle. Ellen Oliensis describes the tone of the work as follows:
What Horace teaches the Piso brothers is finally not what to do or not to do but what he can do and they cannot. Horace's disquisition on the art which is the source of his authority (social and poetic) is addressed to an audience that boasts conventional social advantages Horace cannot claim, and this conjunction of subject matter and audience produces an extremely volatile blend of authority and deference: a 'masterwork' which is also a study in self-defacement, an educational essay which is also an exercise in antididaxis. (Oliensis, 1998: 198-199) 7
The "blend of authority and deference" which Oliensis reads in the original Latin poem is reflected and refracted by Jonson's project of translation, at once minutely close to the Latin, and contentiously different. Horace's mixture of "authority and deference" towards the Piso brothers (and to his powerful addressees more generally) is mirrored in Jonson's combined subordination to, and appropriation of, Horace's poetic manifesto. 6 Jonson's translation focuses upon, and opens up, not only his lifelong engagement with Horace, and the creative pressure exerted by Latin upon English, but also the challenge of maintaining freedom within patronage (or imitation), and the location of that linguistic "grace" (variously recognition, payment and a kind of divine sanction) which the poet seeks. Jonsonian metaphrase 8 Even a cursory reading of Jonson's Ars Poetica reveals the care that has been taken to preserve the details of Latin word order, sometimes to the extent of obscuring the meaning or movement of the English line. Jonson avoids, however, very literal translations of terms specific to Roman society, usually appending our to the gloss he provides: centuriae seniorum (358 of Latin, OCT 341) becomes our grave men (511). 7 The pronoun at once bridges, and draws attention to, the historical distance between the Latin and English texts. 9 Several passages of the Ars are marked by an extended kind of understated, but significant, expansion and alteration. Such passages often reflect Jonsonian preoccupations evident elsewhere in his work. The idea of a morally corrective literature which succeeds in combining "profit" with "pleasure" appears several times in 16 According to the terms of these lines, minds (animos, 330) and poems (carmina, 331), can be subject to spoiling by rust or preservation by oil, in common with the metal (of money) and wood (of an expensive document-case) with which they are here associated. It is not the coins themselves that suffer verdigris ( 18 Then, however, we discover that this apparent opposition can be reconciled and combined-aut simul & iucunda, & idonea dicere vitae (334). Jonson's translation at this point is also worthy of comment. Most translations read the two objects of dicere as iucunda and idonea vitae: something along the lines of pleasant and useful for life; Jonson's sweet and fit (which echoes, and reinterprets, the profit of the previous line) are clearly meant to translate these two Latin phrases, but his line reads vitae as a dative after dicere, and includes an additional term: teach (for the weaker dicere, say) life the right. The final impression is much stronger than the Latin line: Jonson's translation suggests not only that the excellent poet combines elements of moral advice (with a lingering hint of financial advantage from profit) with aesthetic pleasure, but that this combination as it appears in art is itself instructive, shows life itself how to take shape for the best. This web of association prepares us for the surprising juxtaposition of the closing couplet of the verse paragraph, in which the triumphant Roman poet's blend of delectando and monendo leads to a second productive combination-not, in fact, ethical value and aesthetic pleasure, but rather financial gain and immortal glory: 24 Either way, Jonson's translation is a substantial expansion: the conversion of the adverb ( potenter) to an abstract noun (his power) to balance the res is much more forceful than the Latin phrase. The past participle lecta has also become an abstract noun, his choice, and combined with the addition of the verb reare (which has no analogue in the Latin) creates a quite different connotation. Lecta (picked out, chosen) anticipates the judiciousness with which the fine poet of the following lines will choose his words and topics (43-44 of the Latin). Jonson's sentence suggests less a humble limiting of scope to that of which he is capable (albeit a trope which is always a double-edged suggestion in Horace, that lover of recusatio), but rather a raising of subject-matter-almost an education or inculcation of it-in view of the poet's potential. 15 25 This intensification of the sense of the Latin continues. The translation of facundia (ease of speech or eloquence) as language adds to the generalising and aggrandising progression. Language is a much stronger and more widely-applicable term than facundia, and once again broadens the application of the line from a straightforward matter of stylistics (this is how to write smoothly and clearly) to something closer to: this is how to write at all; how to command language itself (remember that insistent power).
Horace continues his description of the lucidus ordo: ordinis haec virtus erit, et venus, aut ego fallor, / ut iam nunc dicat, iam nunc debentia dici, / pleraque differat, et praesens in tempus omittat (42-44). The balance of the male quality (virtus) against the female (venus) is, as
Rudd points out, almost untranslatable (Rudd, 1989: 156); but an attempt at such a translation might opt for something along the lines of strength and charm. 16 Jonson's translation has: The virtue of which order, and true grace (59)-a line which fails fully to capture the delicate and almost gendered balance of the Latin abstractions, but imports a rather different element. Retaining virtue for virtus, and combining it with the weighted phrase true grace (the adjective without analogue in the Latin) adds a distinctly theological overtone. A passage which in Horace describes the importance of the careful and elegant, but ultimately solely aesthetic, positioning of individual words for maximum effect, is elevated by Jonson's diction into a mastery of language and form which hints at divine inspiration, and also at divine commendation of the poet's own moral excellence. 30 These lines are the site of some substantial expansion and interpretation in Jonson's translation. The emphasis upon "freedom" (an important word for Jonson, and one frequently associated with artistic autonomy as well as freedom of speech), is a comprehensible, but not especially obvious, rendering of licuit and licebit. 20 The complex association of language, men and leafing or flowering trees is expanded in Jonson's lines. But of most interest is the extent to which, in this description of linguistic (and natural) change and decay, words for unchanging stability are oddly intrusive; even the metre of the line slows upon them. In Jonson's lines the woods do not change their leaves (mutantur foliis, 60); rather their change appears-appears, but then strangely remains: Still in their leaves, throughout the sliding yeares (86). Still, a word which recurs very frequently in Jonson, can mean at this period both always and unmoving. Clearly, the former meaning represents, as it were, the "translation" here; but we hear too the suggestion that ours, to death we owe-is in a kind of competition with a latent desire in Jonson's version to refuse to acknowledge this, at least in respect of (the poet's) language. Indeed, the act of translation itself, combined with the long literary pedigree of this comparison (with its roots in Iliad VI, 146-149), serve to reinforce both aspects of the point: language does indeed change without ceasing-from Homer's Greek, to Horace's Latin, to Jonson's English-but the image, its resonance and truth, remains in some sense "the same."
31 Thomas Greene's influential discussion of modes of imitation in Renaissance literature takes as one of its exemplars this passage of the Ars Poetica (AP 60-72). He suggests that Renaissance imitation is marked by the search for what he calls "fixed linguistic ground" (Greene, 1982: 6) in the midst of the tendency of language to change and decay. He illustrates this awareness of linguistic mutability with Adam's comparison of human usage to leaves on a tree in Dante and its model in this passage of Horace (AP 60-72). Moreover, in his perceptive discussion of Jonson's own style of allusion and imitation, Greene uses the language of "redemption" to describe this search for stability: "The artistic problem in most of Jonson's ethical poems, which is to say the central, major poems in the canon, might be described as the problem of redeeming the necessary dynamism of existence" (Greene, 1982: 277). 21 Greene does not expand on the implications of his choice of word; nor does he discuss Jonson's translation of this passage of Horace in particular. But the tension described above between the continuous change (linguistically as well as temporally) evoked by Horace's lines, and the oddly resistant terminology of "stability" in Jonson's translation, is a telling demonstration of his point.
32
Even more revealing, then, that just a few lines later at the close of this verse paragraph a very similar cluster of adaptations reiterates these terms state and still, and adds the important theological term grace:
[…] Mortalia facta peribunt: Nedum sermonum stet honos, & gratia vivax. Multa renascentur, quae iam cecidere, cadentque Quae nunc sunt in honore, vocabula, si volet usus ; Quem penes arbitrium est, & vis, & norma loquendi.
22
(68-72 in both Latin texts) All mortall deeds Shall perish: so farre of it is, the state, Or grace of speech, should hope a lasting date. Much phrase that now is dead, shall be reviv'd; And much shall dye, that now is nobly liv'd, If Custome please; at whose disposing will The power and rule of speaking resteth still. (98-104) 33 Horace is here defining language and its reference in terms of use, and the flow of the argument is clear: everything that is of man is eminently mortal; and what is more of man than speech itself? Although language will continue, individual words will always fall in and out of use. 37 Once more, the syntax is characteristically opaque. Without close reference to the Latin, the link between custom and whose is not immediately obvious. Jonson's translation of quem penes arbitrium est et vis et norma loquendi as at whose disposing will / The power and rule of speaking captures well the striking personification of usus as law-giver. Nevertheless the cluster of words disposing will, power and rule adds a theological tenor to this language of kingship. Moreover, the arrangement of the end of Jonson's line, like those examined above, works against its own ostensible meaning: resteth still is an interpolation to the Latin, and within the parameters of the Latin context can be read as resides with now and always. But the combination of two so deeply Jonsonian words suggests exactly the opposite: that the rule of speaking is in some-possibly religious or divine-sense in fact profoundly stable.
38 In his version of this passage, Jonson's Horace holds out a vision of the possible constancy of language, and the potential for poetic power that this entails. He is doing so between the lines, as it were, of Horace's declaration of the opposite; and he signposts this departure with a theological term, grace. But this constancy at once arrests, and draws its living energy from, continuous mutation. Moreover, the very act of translation-and particularly translating an already allusive passage-highlights this contradiction: despite the shift from one language to another, these lines have in some sense survived.
39 The Ars Poetica is itself a complex poem of subtlety and interest, both in style and content. It is also evidently of central importance to Jonson both as translator and, more generally, as a poet: his prose notes on moral and artistic matters, Discoveries, is indebted to it at many points. Nor is it the only substantial piece of classical, or even Horatian, 
